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Abstract: It is often assumed (in line with social expectations) that being a business manager and/or 
owner implies the feeling of omnipotence. Not only do organizational leaders run businesses, but they 
are also qualified to do so and are well-organized to physically and mentally cope with their duties. 
Thus, permanent (external and internal) pressure forces key organizational actors to use self-presenta-
tion strategies that meet social expectations.
Narratives of organizational leaders show that other aspects of their lives are subdued to the sphere 
of business activities or are even incorporated by it. One of the most dominant strategies is to present 
oneself as an inner-directed individual in control of one’s career (a “self-made man” or “self-made wo-
man”). At the same time, such an attitude results in “tensions” between irreconcilable roles or activities 
undertaken in various spheres of life. 
These tensions are depicted in the paper. The author shows different types of neutralization techniques 
used by organizational leaders to overcome or mitigate these tensions. Eleven neutralization practices 
have been outlined. These techniques have been identified in the course of the nearly decade-long rese-
arch into spatial and temporal dimensions of careers of managers and entrepreneurs.
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This article presents 
a set of neutral-
ization tech-
niques, that is, 

rationalizations-justifications applied by organi-
zational leaders—managers and entrepreneurs—
when they violate universally binding standards 
and consequently experience the feeling of guilt 
and shame. The list of these techniques was de-
veloped based on the data collected during the 
narrative and unstructured interviews collected 
as part of two research projects. The first one, 
conducted in the middle of the previous decade, 
studied the “temporal dimension of manageri-
al careers” (Dymarczyk 2008; 2011; 2013), while 
the second one was implemented in 2010-2016 
and focused on the “spatial dimension of mana-
gerial and entrepreneurial careers” (Dymarczyk 
2015; 2018). In both cases, the primary objective 
was to reconstruct actors’ organizational career 
patterns and their characteristic stages. In both 
research projects, it was possible to discover and 
describe different career patterns, their stages, 
and the broad context of their preconditions. In 
the course of the analysis, an additional theme 
transpired (was noticed by the author), that is, the 
use of the mentioned neutralization practices by 
the interlocutors. They appeared despite and in 
contrast to the dominant narrative form and style 
of organizational leaders. This narrative form and 
style of many personal accounts can be described 
as “self-ravishing presentations” aimed to expose 
organizational actors’ successes and merits which 
allowed them to achieve, maintain, or strengthen 
their position in the organizational hierarchy. 

In short, it is about presenting their career as 
a controlled and persistently implemented plan, 
as a personally “constructed career” (see: Savickas 

2005; 2011; Domecka and Mrozowicki 2008). While 
listening to these narratives, one could get the im-
pression that organizational actors can be defined 
as “self-made men” or “self-made women,” which 
is not surprising. Firstly, organizational leaders 
are usually inner-directed and well-motivated 
individuals. Secondly, well-structured and cred-
ible self-ravishing presentations are a result of so-
cialization which organizational leaders (usually) 
undergo in the process of long-term training, ap-
plying for and achieving higher positions in the 
organizational hierarchy.

Therefore, it was all the more surprising and at 
the same time challenging and worthy of special 
attention that interlocutors—usually after some 
time, due to the exhaustion of the repertoire of 
“ready-made narrative scripts”—discontinued 
self-ravishing presentations. Ready-made scripts 
were replaced by accounts of (usually enduring) 
role conflicts, that is, those between a success-
ful businessman/businesswoman and a spouse, 
parent, partner, colleague, or member of the lo-
cal community. At the same time, these accounts 
were accompanied by the abovementioned justi-
fications—explanations, that is, neutralizations. 
Moreover, it is noteworthy that business actors 
subjected to pressure (system of rewards, penal-
ties, regulations, promotion rules, ideology, etc.) 
must revise their views, motivations, and con-
crete actions to adequately fulfill their roles and 
at the same time “be at peace with themselves.” 
In other words, they must perform permanent 
“identity self-work” (Konecki 2007). Reconciling 
the requirements of a “system” they are part of 
with those of other social worlds in which they 
live has its costs. This paper discusses one of the 
ways of dealing with these costs, that is, neutral-
izations.
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Theoretical Considerations and Literature 
Review

Career from an Interactionist Perspective (with 
Particular Emphasis on the Context of Time 
and Place)

Everett Hughes (1997:389) described his concept of 
a career as “a person’s course or progress through 
life (or a distinct portion of life)” and in a more nar-
row sense as “a profession affording opportunities 
for advancement.” He distinguished between the 
objective and subjective dimensions of a career. 
Hughes (1964:63) defined “the objective career as di-
rectly observable, measurable, and verifiable by an 
impartial third party.” However, from a subjective 
point of view, “a career is the moving perspective in 
which the person sees his life as a whole and inter-
prets the meaning of his various attributes, actions, 
and the things which happen to him” (Hughes 
1964:63). In this paper, the author focuses primarily 
on the second point of view, the perspective of a so-
cial actor.

It should be emphasized that the problem of in-
dividual and group careers has always been an 
important issue in symbolic interactionism, and 
especially in the Chicago School. Obviously, the 
Chicago interactionists’ approach is known not 
only for noticing the subjective dimension of a ca-
reer. According to the Chicago School, social life 
cannot be understood without analyzing the con-
text of time and space in which a social actor lives. 
In other words, Chicago sociologists assumed that 
“no social fact makes any sense abstracted from 
its context in social (and often geographic) space 
and social time. Social facts are located” (Abbott 
1997:1152). For example, back in 1927, Frederic 
Thrasher described the gang career in a spatial 

context with a map of a network of brothels, resi-
dential hotels, businesses, et cetera. Clifford Shaw 
analyzed life histories of people who ran afoul of 
the law in his The Natural History of a Delinquent 
Career (1931) and The Jack-Roller: A Delinquent Boy’s 
Own Story (1930). He showed the importance of 
an interactional field in “making a criminal,” that 
is, the neighborhood and enabling a novice to 
practice under the supervision of an experienced 
criminal. In the organizational and institution-
al context, Howard Becker, using the example of 
a teaching profession, drew attention not only to 
the obvious—“vertical”—aspect of a career (un-
derstood as a movement across the hierarchical 
structure of a school) but also to the “horizontal” 
dimension, different positions at the same level 
of the hierarchy. The temporal aspect of a career 
was explicated by Thrasher and Clifford Shaw 
and others in the above-mentioned books. Shaw 
noted that a delinquent’s career consists of a se-
ries of typical stages. Subsequent Chicago School 
representatives developed this topic. They spoke 
of periods, phases, or cycles and referred to the 
descriptions of careers of various social actors, for 
example, dancers (Cressey 1932), physicians (Hall 
1948; Becker et al. 1961), or marijuana smokers 
(Becker 1973). At the same time, the career path 
does not usually resemble a simple and unprob-
lematic, ascending line of promotions and status 
transitions. It might be full of numerous crises, 
conflicts, and dilemmas (Hughes 1971), incidents, 
intertwined circumstances, and turning points 
(Strauss 1977).

This paper is based on research that is character-
ized by, so to speak, “double” embeddedness in the 
Chicago School tradition. First of all, the very ap-
proach to a career implies focusing attention on its 
temporal and spatial dimensions. Secondly, since 
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these dimensions are the main axes of interlocu-
tors’ reflections and narratives, both the interview-
ees and researcher focus on what has always been 
the key context for research and reflection of the 
“founding fathers” of the interactionist school and 
their followers.

Guilt and Shame as a Source of Neutralizations

As mentioned in the introduction, the dominant 
narratives were “self-ravishing presentations” that 
exposed interviewees’ agency in shaping their 
careers. The researcher was especially interested 
in situations when the organizational actor was 
“breaking character,” for example, when one of 
them said: “My family lives here, I see them only 
during the weekends, which is a bit unfair,” while 
a female manager who has a lot of business trips 
and stays in different cities mentioned: “As I said 
before, I wanted to be more successful, but in the 
long run, spending time away from home, espe-
cially long business trips are destructive. To be 
fair, I have my family’s support, but I feel that it 
isn’t fair. That is why I have a guilty conscience.” 
Thomas J. Scheff (1984) paid special attention to 
such cases (see also: Scheff and Ratzinger 1991; 
Konecki 2008).1 He pointed out that chronic overt 
shame can be present in an individual’s life for so 
long that it becomes barely noticeable. Shame can 

1 From the perspective of symbolic interactionism, emotions do 
not only or primarily boil down to general responses to external 
stimuli. As McCarthy (1989:57) stated, “My feelings are social, 
that is, they are constituted and sustained by group processes. 
They are irreducible to the bodily organism and to the particu-
lar individual who feels them.” In the context of emotions em-
phasized in this article, Susan Shott (1979) made an important 
contribution, namely, in her opinion, “role-taking emotions,” 
and in particular shame (and empathy), are strongly associated 
with the social self. We cannot, for example, feel shame without 
taking into account the “generalized other.” Guilt cannot em-
barrass us, even when nobody is around, if we do not feel social 
responsibility (see: Fields, Copp, and Kleinman 2006:158).

be ignored or overlooked thanks to two mecha-
nisms: “bypassed shame” and “overt-undifferenti-
ated shame.” In the first case, the individual exhib-
its “unnatural” verbal behavior and gestures (e.g., 
obsessive, turgid, and emphatic thinking, talking, 
and acting) to avoid the feeling of shame, as in the 
quotation below:

[A spontaneous and highly emotional response to the 

interviewer’s question: “How many children do you 

have?”]: 

No, my children are already grown-ups, I’ve got no 

problems with them, anyway I’ve never had! [said 

very rapidly, emphatically—author’s note]. They are 

very placid, they have good grades. What is more, 

they had to learn how to cook really early on. My son 

was 7 when he started preparing pork chops because 

he liked them.

The so-called “overt-undifferentiated shame” is as-
sociated with low self-esteem. In such a case, the 
individual’s response could reveal confusion. S/he 
can be making pauses and use euphemisms:

I don’t really remember what it means, what a normal 

[smile] home means... but I am a contemporary mom, 

mind you, who can do everything on her own [laugh-

ter], well... almost on her own [smile]…It’s not the end 

of the world just because I leave for work.

Individuals have to cope with negative feelings, 
such as guilt and shame, to play an active role as-
signed to them and maintain a positive image of 
themselves at the same time. Thus, some problem-
atic issues related to the physical (and sometimes 
mental) absence of actors from their friends and 
family revealed in some interviews required fur-
ther explanations to maintain their positive image. 
We are referring to neutralizations.
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Neutralizations

Neutralizations are understood here primarily as 
interactional techniques applied both as part of 
a dialogue with the interaction partner(s) and the 
internal dialogue with the generalized other. They 
aim at preserving a positive image of oneself and 
presenting oneself in such a way that, despite the 
violation of a generally binding standard, a posi-
tive impression is given off (see: Goffman 1967). It is 
noteworthy that social actors occupying high-pro-
file positions in the world of business have a lim-
ited scope of maneuver when it comes to their 
image. In this world, roles are relatively standard-
ized, self-presentation scenarios are quite clear, 
while the definition of the situation leaves little 
space for negotiation. Face-saving is a strongly in-
ternalized necessity and neutralization techniques 
are useful whenever, in his/her opinion, a business 
actor commits a faux pas in his/her self-presenta-
tion (Goffman 1959; 1967). It is also noteworthy that 
organizational leaders are mostly people with high 
social competencies, including advanced commu-
nication and, of course, linguistic skills. Against 
this backdrop, it seems worthwhile to look at how 
these competencies are used for self-presentation 
and repair.

Two American sociologists, Gresham Sykes and 
David Matza (1957), proposed a neutralization the-
ory largely in opposition to the then developed 
theories of deviant behavior (mainly social control 
theories and cultural theories) which served as 
a source of inspiration. The abovementioned so-
ciologists developed their own, original concept. 
In their research into the juvenile delinquency en-
vironment, they reconstructed five neutralization 
techniques commonly used by criminals to justify 
their behavior, at least to a certain point. In oth-

er words, these techniques help to avoid complete 
rejection of the universally binding social stan-
dard which has been violated and only temporar-
ily “suspend” it. The denial of responsibility, denial of 
injury, denial of victim, condemnation of condemners, 
and appeal to higher loyalties2 are so common that 
the rationalizations described by Sykes and Mat-
za can be classified as substantive theory. Later on, 
the theory was supplemented with additional, also 
commonly used techniques (Klockars 1974; Minor 
1981; Coleman 1987; 2002; Lyman 2000; Nelson and 
Lambert 2001) such as emotional obfuscation, the de-
nial of negative intent, claim to normality of the behav-
ior, metaphor of the ledger,3 and similar rationaliza-
tions such as the claim of the relative acceptability of 
the behavior, appropriation and inversion, evidentiary 
solipsism, and defense of necessity. 

The abovementioned neutralizations are used not 
only by criminals. They are triggered whenever 
an individual is at the crossroads between an of-
ficial, largely conformist system of values accom-
panied by the normative system and a “subcuta-
neous,” unofficial, and often deviant system of 
values which are followed in practice. There are 
well-documented examples of rationalizations re-
constructed in environments very different from 

2 In short, these neutralizations can be described in the fol-
lowing way: “(D)enial of responsibility—negating personal 
accountability and breaking the link between oneself and 
one’s actions. (D)enial of injury—claiming that no one was in-
jured by one’s actions, thus breaking the link between the act 
and its consequences. (D)enial of the victim—claiming that 
the injury inflicted was, in fact, retaliation or punishment, 
thus transforming the victim into the wrongdoer. (C)ondem-
nation of the condemners—attacking one’s critics, claiming 
that their own condemnation is unjustified. (A)ppeal to high-
er loyalties—highlighting one’s conflicting roles and adher-
ence to higher principles in choosing one action over anoth-
er” (Bryant et al. 2017:4).
3 The metaphor of the ledger is best described as follows: “I’ve 
definitely done more good than evil. These few infamous ac-
tions will not outweigh my merits anyway. I have a credit to 
use.” 
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those studied by Sykes and Matza. For example, 
William C. Brennan (1974) described neutraliza-
tion practices used by women who decided to 
have an abortion, as well as medical staff perform-
ing it. Pregnant women who decided to terminate 
their pregnancy justified their decision by the ex-
istence of different types of restrictions and lack 
of support in terms of welfare or additional assis-
tance especially for the poor or excluded women 
(in the categorization of Sykes and Matza, denial 
of responsibility). They also referred to the costs 
of having an unwanted baby (appealing to higher 
loyalties). In turn, representatives of medical staff, 
that is, physicians and nurses justified their con-
sent to perform an abortion by negating the hu-
man subjectivity of the embryo, that is, through 
its depersonalization (denial of injury) and the use 
of such abortion techniques as vacuum aspiration 
whose visual effect is only a mass of used, soiled 
tampons (denial of injury). In her research into 
the environment of young physicians, Domini-
ka Byczkowska (2006) reconstructed rationaliza-
tions corresponding to the rule of the denial of 
responsibility. The most frequent justification for 
accepting bribes was the conclusion that the cur-
rent system of managing and financing national 
healthcare is “sick” and it thus prompts unethical 
behavior. Bribery was also justified by appeals to 
higher loyalties, for example, to the need to pro-
vide for a decent life of a physician’s family. 

Speaking of the group of managers and entrepre-
neurs studied by the author, let us refer to the well-
known research conducted by American sociolo-
gist James W. Coleman (1987; 2002). He analyzed 
cases of unethical and criminal steps taken by the 
white-collar staff and described a number of neu-
tralizations accompanying such deeds. Thus, the 
most frequently employed rationalization tech-

niques include the “denial of the necessity of the 
law,” a technique based on a statement “everybody 
else is doing it” and the “claim of entitlement.” The 
popularity of the denial of the necessity of the law 
is explained below. Namely, managers’ efficiency, 
which is usually reflected in generated profits, is 
the raison d’être and basis for the evaluation of their 
performance. Working under constant pressure, 
in a competitive environment, business managers 
are tempted to use shortcuts to achieve measur-
able results in no time. Therefore, managers and 
entrepreneurs in general frequently face a dilem-
ma of whether to follow the rules, adhere to all 
standards and formal arrangements, or break legal 
constraints to satisfy role-related expectations. The 
pressure an individual is subjected to encourag-
es the use of the denial of the necessity of the law 
technique.

The approach “everybody else is doing it” is ap-
plied by managers and entrepreneurs who com-
prise a relatively homogeneous group. They usu-
ally belong to similar social strata, have similar 
education, follow similar consumption patterns, 
et cetera. Most importantly, they operate in a sim-
ilar milieu which values competition and success. 
Thus, when actors observe behavior that violates 
applicable laws or morals, they are willing to do 
likewise, especially when they can expect re-
wards for the results achieved this way. The claim 
of entitlement (to violate the norms) seems under-
standable given the high status of managers and 
entrepreneurs. This status stems, among others, 
from good financial standing and high prestige 
of business managers, as well as advanced com-
petencies and personal qualities necessary to ef-
fectively fulfill this role. Therefore, the noblesse 
oblige rule can easily be replaced with the noblesse 
privilege rule.

Spatial and Temporal Dilemmas of Managers and Entrepreneurs. The Reconstruction of Neutralization Techniques
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Data and Methods

The analyzed material comprises 44 narrative and 
unstructured interviews with business people, 
managers of various managerial levels (from op-
erational to strategic levels) working in medium 
and large profit-oriented organizations, as well as 
entrepreneurs (owners or co-owners of business-
es). The group of interviewees is diverse in terms 
of age and professional experience. The interviews 
were conducted as part of two research projects. 
The first one was carried out in the mid-2000s and 
focused on “the temporal dimension of manage-
rial careers” (Dymarczyk 2008; 2011; 2013), while 
the second one was carried out in 2010-2016 and it 
studied “the spatial dimension of managerial and 
entrepreneurial careers” (Dymarczyk 2015; 2018). 

I applied the descriptive version of ground-
ed theory in my analysis (Strauss 1987; Strauss 
and Corbin 1990; 1994; 1998). The procedure of 
data collection and analysis recommended by 
the founders of grounded theory enables one to 
preserve the context of discovery (serendipity),4 
which is one of the main advantages of the explor-
atory research type. The abovementioned projects 
are undoubtedly exploratory in their nature. Due 
to an exceptionally flexible approach to the re-
search problem, subsequent research stages, and 
collected material, the researcher has a chance to 
discover phenomena that have previously been 

4 “‘Serendipity’ means an unexpected discovery or the 
ability to make fortunate and unexpected discoveries. The 
term in English was coined by English writer Horace Wal-
pole (1754). He constructed this neologism based on an 
old Persian fairy tale ‘The Three Princes of Serendip.’ The 
princes made permanent discoveries of things they were 
not in quest of. Serendip is an old name for the island of 
Ceylon (currently Sri Lanka). The name is derived from the 
Sanskrit ‘Simhaladvipah’ or the Island of Lions” (Konecki 
2005:27). 

unnoticed or ignored. This is undoubtedly true of 
reconstructed neutralization practices. 

Findings

Time- and Space-Related Tensions and Their 
Neutralization

Achieving an often desired managerial position5 
is a very important stage in the career of an ac-
tor who decided to pursue his/her ambitions in 
the business world. The time devoted to work so 
far is extended based on the assumption that the 
number of hours allocated to work (primary ac-
tivity) depends on organizational pragmatics (i.e., 
it is worth spending time and effort on that which 
brings the desired outcome). Interviewees often 
mention that departing from everyday routine 
and undertaking ad hoc activities is an “objective 
necessity”:

Typical workday? It’s different…No two days are 

identical, because each customer is different and 

the duration of these meetings is different.

I’m result-oriented. There’s no rigid day schedule. 

It must be done, that’s all. It doesn’t matter whether 

I work seven or twelve hours.

My company is “pure” capitalism. It doesn’t matter 

if I’m at work eight hours or more…I can’t ignore 

what is going on.

A task-oriented approach to work, as illustrated 
above, has to result in tensions between the world 

5 “Temporal” neutralizations were reconstructed only on 
the basis of interviews with managers. Entrepreneurs were 
invited only to the next project regarding the spatial dimen-
sion of careers.
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of work and other worlds in which the social actor 
participates. Long hours at work, at the expense 
of family and friends, must be explained and jus-
tified so that a manager or entrepreneur can focus 
on their primary activity. Therefore, narrators of-
ten feel compelled to use different types of strat-
egies and justifications—rationalizations, that is, 
neutralizations, to mitigate (or avoid) temporal 
tensions, especially when the feeling of guilt and 
shame could prevent or hinder efforts for the ben-
efit of an organization (and their career). 

Please find the list of identified neutralizations be-
low.6

Neutralization No. 1. Time Does Not Equal 
Time, That Is, the Scarce Quantity of Time 
Devoted to One’s Family Is Compensated for by 
the Quality of That Time

For example, my temperament and the way I spend 

my spare time makes me a companion for my 

daughters. They can always go swimming with me, 

play volleyball, badminton, ride a horse, play ten-

nis, roller-skate, ride a bike, right?…What is more, 

well, I think that the quality of contact is decisive…

Of course, we have them, but I see the same prob-

lems, or problems of similar intensity, in families 

in which husbands come back home at four o’clock 

sharp. And this is, as I say, a certain quality of 

time and, and this is what matters.

This neutralization seems to be an exemplifica-
tion of the rationalization described by Sykes and 
Matza as the “denial of injury.” According to the 
interviewees, nothing is wrong. One can compen-

6 Neutralizations reconstructed during the first “temporal” re-
search project. 

sate for lost time with the intensity and special 
quality of contact with loved ones. 

Neutralization No. 2. Nature and/or Traditional 
Rules, That Is, Reference to (Traditionally 
Understood) Complementary Male and Female 
Roles

My wife was taking care of all household chores. She 

was raising our son. I was working. It’s funny, it’s 

sad that I don’t remember birthdays, wedding anni-

versaries, something else, but I remember the phone 

number of a business partner in Germany…Well, but 

that’s life.

In the case of such statements, it is difficult to 
find a clear reference to the previously mentioned 
neutralizations. The most similar rationalizations 
seem to be the “claim to normality of the behavior” 
and the rule of “everybody else is doing it.”

Neutralization No. 3. Everyone Is Going to 
Be Fine, That Is, the Belief in Exceptional 
Maturity and Self-Sufficiency of Family 
Members (Children) as a Justification for 
a Limited Amount of Time Contributed to 
Family Life

[An interviewee’s spontaneous response to the ques-

tion about the age of her children which was quoted 

earlier]: 

No, my children are already grown-ups, I’ve got no 

problems with them, anyway, I’ve never had!

The “denial of injury” seems to be the most com-
parable neutralization. There are no obstacles to 
fulfill one’s tasks. Everyone is mature enough and 
focused on self-fulfillment independently of the 
actions taken by others. 

Spatial and Temporal Dilemmas of Managers and Entrepreneurs. The Reconstruction of Neutralization Techniques
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Neutralization No. 4. I Am Better, That Is, 
Downplaying the Role of a Spouse, Presenting 
Him/Her as a Person Who Cannot Provide 
for a Family. Therefore, an Interviewee Is 
a Guarantee of the Family’s Financial Security 

I married a man who is rather poorly organized 

and rather poorly, poorly org… organized and un-

resourceful. I don’t know, that’s what I chose [put 

in bold by the author]…Well, there simply were sit-

uations when I simply wanted to quit my job and, 

I don’t know, go into the unknown. No matter what. 

It would have been very difficult since my husband 

is unresourceful. He runs his small private busi-

ness. But, it’s… He earns peanuts. It’s me who is the 

pillar.

The “claim of entitlement” seems to be the neutral-
ization corresponding with the above statements. 
Depreciation of partners does not necessarily result 
from the interviewees’ ill will. Well, “the breadwin-
ner has her rights.” 

Neutralization No. 5. Everyone Does Their Own 
Bit, That Is, the Lack of Temporal Tensions Is 
Justified by the Fact that Both Partners Are 
Equally Involved in Their Work

Hmm, as far as family matters are concerned, I’ve 

got no idea whether…Oh, you see. Well, if you think 

about it now, hmm… Perhaps it [the conflict—author’s 

note] does not appear that often because my wife had 

that great job [she is also a manager—author’s note], 

so she moved to Warsaw and there was no problem 

with that at all…She works a lot as well.

In this case, references can be made to such tech-
niques as the “denial of injury” or the “denial of re-
sponsibility,” as well as an original mode of argu-

mentation developed based on cultural changes in 
understanding the role of partners.

Neutralization No. 6. A “Purchased” 
Exteriorization of Responsibility, That Is, 
Mitigating Temporal Tensions with the Help of 
a Third Party

We have this lady, a girl, who collects our child from 

kindergarten, let’s say about 3 p.m., and then stays 

with him till 5 p.m., until my wife comes back from 

work. Because my wife works on site. So, this girl 

stays with my child for two hours. Then my wife 

comes back from work and everything is just fine…

During a holiday season, like now, our child is at his 

grandma’s, so there is no problem either.

According to interviewees, financial and social re-
sources allow them to sort out problems related to 
the lack of time which could, and should, have been 
spent with family members otherwise. This ratio-
nalization, probably used at all times, has not been 
explored yet. At the same time, there are indirect 
references to the techniques of the “denial of injury” 
and “denial of responsibility.” Everything seems to 
be fine since caregivers are competent and potential 
problems are minimal.

Neutralization No. 7. Technology Helps, or the 
Ability to Remotely Control Important Family 
and Personal Issues

We spend a lot of money on phone calls. We text 

because we stay in touch every single day, even for 

a quick while…This is what keeps us together.

Internet and mobile phone services have become 
widespread and remote contact has become the staff 
of life. Undoubtedly, it enables us to maintain rela-
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tions with relatives, but it is often treated as a us-
er-friendly “artificial limb” which only imitates real, 
face-to-face encounters with people we care about. 
Similarly to the previous neutralization, this tech-
nique seems to represent the “denial of injury.”

Neutralization No. 8. An “Appeal to Higher 
Loyalties,” That Is, One Should Provide for 
a Better Life for the Loved Ones (Children)

My private life starts, let’s say, at 8 p.m., when I can 

fully devote my time to my daughter. I haven’t got 

much time, and during the school year, I see her only 

in the mornings when she’s getting ready for school…

It’s all a matter of getting used to things. If it weren’t 

for some sacrifices of mine, I wouldn’t be able to pro-

vide her with everything she has today and will have 

later on in the future.

This neutralization appeared in two narratives. It 
is probably not by chance that these accounts were 
presented by people who managed relatively small 
businesses extremely sensitive to changes in the 
economic situation. At the same time, these were 
“promoted” people whose position depended not 
so much on exceptional skills or qualifications, but 
rather on devotion to work. Therefore, it is not sur-
prising that, as parents, they want to secure their 
children’s “starting position” so that they do not 
have to make sacrifices and experience concerns 
their parents have to face.7 

My research into the spatial dimension of careers8 
(some of the data collected during the previous proj-
ect were used) also highlights the issue of neutral-

7 Reconstructed “temporal” neutralization practices, see also: 
Dymarczyk 2008; 2011.
8 2010-2016—a project called “Spatial dimension of managerial 
and entrepreneurial careers” (Dymarczyk 2015; 2018). 

ization. It is noteworthy that most “temporal” ratio-
nalization techniques directly refer to situations in 
which the spatial (physical and/or psychological) 
distance creates tensions which at the same become 
a pretext for explanations to mitigate them.

The most recent research has resulted in further ex-
amples of explanations aimed at mitigating tensions 
between the normative system and everyday prac-
tices.

Neutralization No. 9. Special Role of Leisure 
Destinations or the Ability to Ensure/Rebuild 
Close Relations with Family Members Thanks 
to Spending Time with Them in a Favorable 
Environment

I do my best to make sure that vacations or even a cou-

ple of days off are inspiring. I mean, so that my wife 

and kids enjoy this time. It’s therefore usually an op-

tion of going somewhere to a distant place and stay-

ing there in a comfortable place. For example, some 

islands or South America. Diving, swimming, some 

rafting, or something like that. Long story short, I de-

vote myself to the company too much not to compen-

sate for that later on…That helps us to build relations, 

enjoy life. It gives a new impetus. We get our batter-

ies of family emotions recharged. Also, the kids can 

spend time with their father and see that he isn’t that 

useless [laughter].

This neutralization, as well as its twin neutraliza-
tion mentioned above (neutralization No. 1 “Time 
Does Not Equal Time”), is an exemplification of ra-
tionalization called the “denial of injury.” The nar-
rator claims that lost time can be compensated for 
by the time spent in a unique place. The interviewee 
also applies Coleman’s neutralization described as 
the “claim of entitlement” (“I devote myself to the 
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company too much not to compensate for that later 
on”).

Neutralization No. 10. My Home Is My Castle; 
Meaning, I Am Absent from Home, but My Home 
Is My Family’s Safe Haven 

I spend a lot of time away from home, sometimes re-

ally a lot. However, I made sure that home was always 

there…It’s important that when we meet, everything 

that allows us to live normally is available. Good 

mood and relations are important, but they also de-

pend on the fact that the house is cozy, that it isn’t 

an adapted house, but a house in which it is easier to 

build such relations. Because me, us… my loved ones 

deserve that [put in bold by the author], they deserve 

to feel comfortable at home, so that some crap doesn’t 

spoil our comfort. I work hard to make everything 

work. 

The above neutralization is also based on the belief 
that damage caused by long-term family separation 
could be compensated for by special conditions in 
which family members meet. Both interviewees 
seem to be convinced that “they deserve that” be-
cause of a special role they play.

Neutralization No. 11. The Quality of Contact 
Does Not Depend on Location, That Is, When You 
Have Resources, Good Relations Can Be Built/
Maintained Regardless of a Specific Location/
Space [see neutralization No. 1. “Time Does Not Equal 
Time” and neutralization No. 5. “Everyone Does Their 
Own Bit”]

Actually, it doesn’t matter where we are. The world 

is small, isn’t it? And this is a fact [with emphasis—

author’s note]. We can organize holidays, birthdays, 

name days anywhere, yeah. It is even very interest-

ing. Besides, this is not unusual nowadays...Well, of 

course, we do have some sentiments such as Christ-

mas eve and so on... All of that can be arranged when 

you have the will and resources...We even persuaded 

my parents once [put in bold by the author] and it 

was OK. So, there are different options in the world, 

all you need is the right attitude.

This neutralization technique is the opposite of the 
previous rationalization (No. 9). The author of these 
statements rejects the concept of the importance of 
the home as a safe haven understood as a specific 
meeting place and instead opts for the unspecified 
“everywhere.” Besides, his conviction about the nor-
mality of this type of practice is supported by the 
belief that “everybody else is doing it.” 

Discussion

If we take a critical look at what has been written 
earlier, it is worthwhile to reflect on two (interrelat-
ed) issues that may raise questions or doubts.

To begin with, an attentive reader may ask wheth-
er neutralizations used by managers and entrepre-
neurs are not just useful rhetorical tricks. In other 
words, are organizational leaders not only using 
their linguistic, interactive, and cultural competen-
cies trying to make a positive impression on their 
interlocutors and present themselves as reasonable 
people in control of their careers and issues of con-
cern to them? To put it bluntly, are these neutral-
izations merely tools of the presentation of self? In 
some cases they certainly are. All the more so since 
self-presentation scripts used by organizational ac-
tors are usually prepared in advance, socialized, 
and honed earlier. Does it not remind us of the case 
of a criminal who credibly plays the role of a wrong-
ly accused person in court, having been instructed 
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by other villains to do so? Similarly, has a financier 
living beyond his/her means at the expense of his/
her clients not been instructed by older and more 
experienced financial tycoons how to deal with this 
problem? Thus, an appropriate and “professional” 
use of a neutralization technique is certainly a suit-
able way to maintain one’s face and defend one’s 
interests. However, not infrequent, spontaneous, 
and surprisingly emotional utterances indicate the 
authenticity of experiencing certain problems or 
moral dilemmas, the feeling of shame, and the need 
to neutralize it. This is evidenced by a spectacular 
example of the response of the interviewee who has 
already been quoted twice (neutralization No. 3) or 
the slightly less dramatic account of another inter-
locutor about her feckless husband (neutralization 
No. 4). These are extremely revealing utterances. Ac-
cording to Scott Grills and Robert Prus (2019:208), 
“interactive emotional episodes” are of paramount 
importance when it comes to understanding the 
process involving an actor, an organizational actor 
in particular. It is also noteworthy that a conscious 
choice of a ready-made script and authentic expres-
sion of emotions do not have to be in contradiction 
with each other. 

Secondly, it is important to remember that, as in-
terviewees have repeatedly stressed, becoming 
an organizational leader is usually a lengthy and 
costly process in terms of time, as well as a moral 
and emotional experience. The awareness that “the 
capital” has been poorly invested could be unbear-
able. Hence, one should not be surprised to hear 
often emphatic assurances of the relatively smooth 
coexistence of the worlds in which the social actor 
participates. Incidentally, the process of becoming 
an important organizational actor might resemble 
the process of becoming an inmate of the total in-
stitution described by Goffman (1961). Speaking of 

the early career, interviewees mainly mention costs, 
for example, cumbersome and long business trips, 
low salaries, time-consuming training sessions and 
meetings, and even mortifying experiences. In Goff-
manian terms, this is a highly costly period of prima-
ry adjustment which mostly consists of transform-
ing the self and moral degradation. It also serves as 
a precondition to forming a new concept of the self 
in line with the organization’s norms and values. 
Subsequently, the process of secondary adjustment 
begins. Not only is the actor aware of the rules of 
organizational life, but s/he has also learned how 
to make use of knowledge and skills. At this stage, 
the rhetoric of “costs” is complemented or replaced 
by the rhetoric of “benefits.” Let us not forget that, 
as a rule, the most passionate responses are elicited 
not so much by the awareness of the costs incurred, 
but by the fear of losing the benefits gained or rec-
ognition that sacrifices made so far “have not been 
worth the effort.” Neutralizing negative feelings or 
avoiding them can be key to protecting the “I” of an 
organizational actor. 

Conclusions

It is not easy to discover neutralization techniques. 
Interlocutors/interviewees usually strive to present 
a coherent and consistent story and present them-
selves as individuals who “know what they are 
doing” and control the course of events. It is es-
pecially true of key organizational actors who are 
well-socialized. They are mostly inner-directed in-
dividuals who are pursuing a career pattern typi-
cal of “self-made men”/“self-made women” (see: 
Dymarczyk 2011:242-248). They make sure that they 
“do not break character.” A honed and frequently 
practiced narrative is a challenge for the researcher. 
Paradoxically, it also creates opportunities. The re-
searcher needs to spot and interpret the “crack” in 
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the narrative and an instance of “getting out of the 
role.” However, as has already been mentioned, this 
is often difficult because organizational leaders are 
usually professionals in managing their image. It is 
also difficult to define the norms of conduct for the 
researcher and interlocutor. Entrepreneurs and pro-
fessional company managers represent a relative-
ly new class in Poland. Thus, it is not always clear 
which catalog of rules and norms of conduct should 
be applied in the case of this group.

Secondly, and this is related to the previous issue, 
social expectations, and assessment of behavior and 
actions of company leaders change rapidly. For ex-
ample, during the period of Poland’s transforma-
tion (the 1990s), there was a general agreement that 
all the available time and energy could be devoted 
to entrepreneurial and/or managerial tasks. In the 
subsequent decade, this belief was maintained, al-
though there were critical opinions about the man-
agers’ unidimensional version of life and profes-
sional career. However, since the year 2000, in the 
era of late modernity, post-materialistic values and 
“lifestyles” have been cherished and they indicate 
reasonable life and career management (see: Jacyno 
2007). This is by no means unique in the context of 
global changes. On the other hand, the pace of these 
changes is extraordinary. In Poland, they affect not 
only subsequent cohorts but also each of the cohorts 
individually. Therefore, when reconstructing neu-
tralizations, one should be careful about the assess-
ment of an utterance when deciding whether it is 
indeed an indication of a dilemma and what is the 
meaning of this dilemma. Dynamic changes with-
in entire communities often result in anomy and it 
is not clear what is the norm (Durkheim 1951; Mer-
ton 1968). On the other hand, it can be assumed that 
certain temporal and spatial dilemmas are common 
in a globalized business world. As a result, the re-

constructed neutralizations can be universalistic in 
their nature, but the local context should be kept in 
mind.

Assurances about the unproblematic or at most 
slightly problematic temporal-spatial coexistence of 
the “business world” and “family life” were quite 
common both in the first (“temporal”) and most re-
cent (spatially-oriented) studies. These utterances 
were emotional and spontaneous (not solicited by 
the researcher’s questions). This may indicate that 
a dispute between two spheres of life is more wide-
spread than the narrators would like to notice (or 
admit). It could perhaps be explained by the (con-
scious or unconscious) desire to maintain one’s face. 
This is the face of a person capable of maintaining 
control over various spheres of life. It is precisely 
due to the abovementioned spontaneity and emo-
tionality that getting out of the role is observed. On 
the other hand, such responses make the actor look 
credible in the eyes of the interlocutor. They present 
him/her as a reflective social life participant who is 
trying to reconcile the requirements of his/her so-
cial worlds. 

The list of presented neutralizations is quite exten-
sive, which is understandable since managers of 
businesses affected by market competition are sub-
ject to constant stress and (very often) temporal ten-
sions. The need to reconcile different roles, each of 
which can fill the whole day, is conducive to launch-
ing various types of protective strategies, that is, 
neutralization techniques.

Most of the identified rationalizations exemplify 
the techniques described by Sykes and Matza, as 
well as their followers. However, some of them, for 
example, the fifth and the seventh neutralization 
techniques, are unique. Both neutralizations derive 
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from social and technological advancements typical 
of late capitalism or postmodernism, as some would 
say. Neutralizations help to deal with the existing 
and fluctuating challenges faced by an individu-
al immersed in everyday life. It is noteworthy that 
from an interactionist perspective neutralizations 
are of great importance for maintaining a sense of 
continuity of the biography of a social actor (Strauss 
1977:139-149). Neutralizations seem to be very useful 
nowadays. On the one hand, there still exist fixed 
social expectations of certain social roles and asso-

ciated behavior patterns (in this case, typical of an 
organizational leader/decision-maker). On the other 
hand, there exist challenges posed by “new” rules 
of reconciling professional and family life, as well 
as purposeful and balanced management of one’s 
career. Neutralization techniques serve as “tools” 
that make “changes” possible, although it must be 
admitted that, in principle, this “tool” is more of pet-
rification of the definition of the role of a manager 
and/or entrepreneur. At least this is true of Polish 
reality.
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